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1. lNIR()[)OCTION 

For the understanding of high tenperature superconductivity it is neces

sary to analyse s~ features in l!lhi.ch the new materials distinguish them

selves fran usual superconductors. 01e feature is the heat capacity at low 

temperatures, where a tenn linear in temperature was observed for high tern

perature superconductors1-4l. As was shown recenui•41 this ancmaly is not 

only related to an :impurity effect. In measuring the heat capacity of super

conducting YBa
2
cup

7 
and dielectric YBa

2
cu

3
o

6
, prepared by oxygen reduction 

of the fonner, Collocott et al. J) obse:rved a decrease of the linear tenn to 

(1.16 -t- 1.91) mJ/rrole·K2 • Similar results were obtained by Kumagai et al. 41 

for the r.a
2 

Ba cuo
4 

canpounds. Here the appearance of the superconducti vi-
-x X ' 2 

ty for X>0,02 is connected with an increase of c/T of about 5 mJ/rrole·K • 

The authors.;; explain this behaviour within the resonating valence-bond rro

delS) where the T-tenn is a consequence of the highly correlated ground sta

te. An alternative explanation is given in ref.31 assuming in OCI1Sistency 

with the acoustic neasurements of Golding et al. 61 and the bipolaronic theo

ry of de Jongh7 l that the excess heat capacity is caused by two-level sys

tems (tls) like in glasses. 

A very sensitive IIEthod for the test of the last version are the rreasu

rements of the long tiiiE energy relaxation. As was shown for various glasses 

l;ee e.g. ref. B)) the wide relaxation tiiiE spectrum of tls leads to a long ti

re relaxation of energy after a rapid temperature change. The first results 

presented in this paper derronstrate the glass-like behaviour of energy re

laxation in YBa2cup
7

• 

2. KDEL 

At low temperatures the long tiiiE relaxation observed in arrorpoous so

lids can be treated within the standard phenarenological ~ling rrodel9 ' 
10) 

If one assumes a unifonn distribution of tls, 

P {8,)1.) = P = const 

•• '\t}:j' 

"''!n .. . 
#,;.ttl • ~· 

1 

' ~~"(; 

(1) 



where A is the asymre'try energy and A. is the tunneling paraxreter, the stan

dard tunneling theory gives a time dependent density of states 

n(E,t) = n
0

(t) = (P/2)ln(4t/~l (2) 

a time dependent heat capacity 

ct = cn2~/12)PTln(4t/~) (3) 

and a corresponding power releaSe after cooling the system fran equilibrium 

teuperature T
1 

down to T
0 

O(T1 ,T
0
,t) = v~~/24)P(T~ ~l/t , (4) 

where E is the energy difference between two levels, T min is the shor

test relaxation time and v the volume of the specimen. 
-1 

Indeed, an accurate t dependence of power release was observed for 

various glasses. However, the temperature dependence holds for low enough 

temperatures (T
1

,T
0
.,;2 K) only. For higher temperatures T

1 
one achieves bet

ter agreanent with the experimental data using the energy dependent distribu

tion function81 

n(E,t) = n
0

(t)/(1 + exp(E- Ef)/~Tb)· (5) 

........... _.. 'C' -- 1 ... , ~-..:J m .................... .,.._.._ __ .._ r.T.;~'"' lr\ -- ,.,, --..:J '"' --~ .._ ___ _ 
···--- -f 4

~ .. f -- .. b _...._ -----·-· ··--· , ... , ,. ---s .... ,_, '., 
,__ .... ._._ __ 

fOJ:med into 

ct = (1r2~/12)PI1 (T/Tf,Tb)Tln(4t/~) 

and 

• 22. _2 _2 
0(T1,T0,t) = V(~ k8/24)P(I2 (T1/Tf,Tbll! - I2 {T0/Tf,Tb)~)/t , 

where 

I1(T/Tf,Tb) 

00 2 
(6/7,.2)! x exp(-x)dx 

(1 + exp(-x))
2

(1 + exp((XT/Tf- 1)/(Tb/Tf))) 
0 

T/Tf 

I 2 (T/Tf,Tb) = 2(Tf/Tl
2 Jl (T/Tf)I1 (T/Tf,Tb)d(Tb/Tf) • 

0 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
I 

(9) 

Similar values of Tf were obtained for all aaorp~ solids (13 K,. 

Tf<24 K) 81 • D;juation (7) holds only for T < Tf/10, because the tunneling pa-
o. 8 ll) 

rarreter .A beccmes temperature dependent at higher temperatures ' 

2 

.. 

3. EXPEruMENl'AL 

46 cylinders of YBa2eup7 (Tc = 91 K, di.a.treter : 1.0 em, thickness : 

0.1 '=' 0.3 em) were connected by cower foils and a copper holder with a Ge

themoneter, a heater and a copper wire to provide contact with a mechanical 

heat switch. The sample (42.854 g YBa2~o7 and 37.615 g Cu). hung in the 

calorimeter on 12 kapron threads (0.15 nm in diarreter, 30 nm long). 

For the heat release study, the resistance drift R of the tberm::meter 

was measured as a function of time t after the rapid cooling of the speci

men fiU!I equilibrium temperature T
1 

(2.35 K~T1«15.ll K) (where the specimen 

remained for at least 10 hr) to T
0 

;: 1.5 K. The time required for the coo

ling fran T
1 

down to T
0 

= 1.5 K is shown in fig. 1. 

6 

:? 4 
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Fig. 1. The time tc required for cooling the specimen fran T1 down 

to T
0 

= 1.5 K 

The corresponding power release was then detennined fran the directly mea

sured power release 6
111

, the heat leak QA and ~ background 0
8 

as 

O(T1,To,t) = om - QA - Oa I (10) 

where 

~ = Rc/ (bR/aT) 

OA = A(TK - T) • 

(ll) 

(12) 

C is the heat c,apacity of the specimen, bR/oT is the sensitivity of the 

~ter, and A is the coupling constant between the specimen and the 

body of the calorimeter. The sanple temperature T was chosen close to the 

calorimeter temperature, which was kept constant (to 10-4 K). For T(t)-T = 
-2 0 

= 10 K the temperature was referred to Tcf"l'K by the heat switch. The pa-

rameters A= 0.14 rM/rriK and Q8 = 0.5 rM were detennined experimentally. 

3 



Table, The distribution parameter Pm of tls in YBa
2
cu

3
o

7 
and vit

reous silica obtained by heat capacity, acoustic and energy re

laxation neasurements 

am. Sio2 
YBa2cup7 

c;, 

p (1038/Jg) 
m 

heat capacity 

2.4 ~ 3.4 ref. 161 

3.7 ~ 6.0 ref. 31 

acoustic meas. 

1.0 ~ 1.4 ref.l7,18) 

4.5 ref. 61 

energy relaxation 

0.45 ~ 1.5 ref. 14• 191 

2. 4 this work 

YBa 2 Cu307 

T1 = 13,75 K 
T1 =10,89K 

T1 = 8,74K 

~ . 
:g. m· 

~ 
•0' 

101 

~--~----~---L~~--~~--~ 

101 102 10
3 

t (min) 

Fig. 2. The specific power released in YBa.2~o7 after cooling fiall 

various T
1 

to T = 1.5 K as a function of time. Straight li
. -1 0 

nes : q"'t 

4 

] 

] 

The accuracy of the measurement is limited by the time fluctuations of QB, 

approximately to 0.1 IM. 

For excluding the heat release in the b:>lder due to hydrogen bubbles 

in copper12• 131 , the specimen was kept at 4.2 K for a weak before beginning 

the heat measurements. As was shown131 the power release in copper is ~li

gible for T1 "'20 K. 

At last the heat capacity was measured. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The specific power release q = 0/m (m = 42.854 g) after cooling from 

various T
1 

to T
0 

= 1.5 K as a function of time (t = 0 at the beginning 

of the cooling down) is shown in fig. 2. Exact t-1-dependence is observed 

for all T1 and t>2tc, without any systematic deviation even after 30 hr 

(T
1 

= 15.11 K). We have also got for the T1-dependence of the power release 

a typical glassy behaviour. Figure 3 slx:Jws the values q. t as a function 

of~-~~ (T0 = 1.5 K). With Pm = 2.4·10
38

/Jg, Tf = 13 K, Tb = 0 K ~. 
(7) (curve 2) agrees with the experimental results very well, while eq. (4) 

(curve 1) holds for T 1 "' 3 K 0!_11Y. The same T 1-dependence (T f = 13 K, Tb = 

= 0 K) and a similar value of Pm (see the table) -were obtained for amorpho

us silica14 •151 • 

In agrearent with acoustic measurements of Golding et al. 6) the long-
+-;....,o ho::o+- "f'""l::ov:::a+-;........, ~+-11~1' .,..hr..~ f-h,.+- f-lr- n."-i ... +- .;..,. -vo..,. r..... £"\ ,.,_. ·- ........... ..._ -- - ----- ---------- - ---· ----··- --- --- ----- -- --2--3-7" ··-··· -·- ... __ 

answer the question whether the existence of tls is an intrinsic feature 

or 1 t is caused by inp.lri ties or defects. 

Fig. 3. 

7 

6 

~ 
5 

;' 4 
0 

: 3 
":" 

YBa2Cu307 

~ 2 

1 

00 50 100 150 200 
I . 

~~- TeziK2) 
The value q.t as a function of ~ - ~ (T0 = 1.5 K), 

1 -standard tunneling theory (eq. (4) with Pm = 2.4·1038/Jg). 

2- modified tunneling theory (eq. (7) with Pm = 2.4·1038/Jg), 

Tf = 13 K and Tb = 0 K) 
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Fran the difference between measured heat capacities for superconduc

ting YBaz~07 and dielectric YBa'{up6 (c/T = 1.16 -:- 1.91 mJ/Irole·i!J 3 l 
eq. (3) gives Pm = (3. 7 -:- 6.0)·1(} 

8
/Jg using ln(4t/T. l = 30, (rll\U1. = 

-10 lliU1 
= 10 sec, t = 300 sec), not far fran P = 4.5·1038/Jg fran acoustic rrea-

6) - 3~ 
suranents , and our value Pm = 2.4·10 /Jg. The differences between the 

Pm -values are not larger than between the corresponding values for am:>qtlous 

silica (see the table). Therefore, it is probable that in all rreasurerrents 

the anomalies are of the same origin, i.e. it is an intrinsic feature of 

YBa2Cu307. 

Nevertheless, it is not excluded that the tls are caused by impuri

ties or inhc:m:lgeneities. In fig. 4 the heat capacity at low ~ratures 

(1.2 K'iTii15 K) is shown. With 

c = M-2 +aT+~ (13) 

w! get for 3 K~T<9 K :A= 400 mJ·K/mole, a= 42 mJ/mole·K2, b = 0.64 mJ/ 
4 ~ 

mole· K and "\, = 343 K. The Schottky-anomaly AT and a large linear 

term together with a low Debye tefttlerature, indicate a high impurity con

centration in our YBa2eup. According to P = 2A·l038/Jg the linear term 
7 

2 
m 

due to tls is about 0.8 mJ/mole·K , i.e. only 5% of the measured value a= 

= 42 mJ/IOOle K2 • 

112..------~---------.,.., 

'!; 

i 
30.1 

s 
vea,eu,o, 

oL-------~-------~ 
0 100 200 

T1 1K11 

Fig. 4. The specific heat capacity plotted as c/T vs ~ for 

YBa
2
eu

3
o

7
• Points : this work, 1 - Phillips et al. 

1
1, 

2- Junod et a1. 21 

The measurerrents of long tirre energy relaxation in YBa2eup7_x (O~x.;1) 

and La2_~xO:JJ4 (O•x,;0.15) could be the answer to the question of the true 

origin of tls in high ~rature superconductors. 

6 
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5. <XN:LUSICNS 

The low ~rature long tirre po.;er release after the rapid ccoling of 

YBa2eu3o7 show the behaviour typical of amo:rpOOus solids. The pa.;er is 
-1 

strongly proportional to t (0.2 hr<t<30 hr). For T
0 

= 1.5 K and T
1

.::s 3 K 

the results agree with the tunneling theory. It enables one to determine 

the distribution parameter of tls Pm = 2.4 ·1038/Jg, which is not far fran 

the lim-values obtained by heat capacity and acoustic measurements. There

fore, the asst.m1ption seems to be reasonable of the. existence of tls being 

an intrinsic feature of the high temperature superconductors. 

For T{3 K (T0 = 1.5 K) the T
1
-dependence of the pa.;er release can be 

understood within the modified tunneling model assuming the existence of a 

max.i.mum energy Ef/~ = 13 K in the distribution function of the density of 

states. This parameter is typical for amorphous solids too (13 K•Tc24 K). 

·~ 
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CanHHr C. E8-88-638 
CTeKnonogo6Hoe noBegeHHe YBazCu307 

HsMepHnHCb Mo~oCTb TennoBMgeneHHH nocne 6NCTporo ox
na)K,IJ;eHHH OT paBHOBeCHOH TeMnepaTypN T 1 ( 2, 35K ~ T 1 ~ 15, I I K) 
AO T0 = I ,SK H TennoeMKOCTb (I ,2K ~T ::SIOOK). IIonyqeHHble • 
BpeMeHHaH H TeMnepaTypHaH 3aBHCHMOCTH TennOB~eneHHH TaKHe 
~e KaK gnH aMop~Hb~ TBepgNx Ten. PesynbTHpyro~aH nnoTHOCTb 
COCTOHHHH ABYXYPOBHeBNX CHCTeM 6nH3Ka K BenHqHHaM, nony
qeHHNM ~3 TennoeMKOCTH H aKyCTHqeCKHX H3MepeHHH. 

Pa6oTa BbinOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH HgepHblX npo6neM OIDIH. 

flpenpHHT 061oe,IUIHeHHoro HHC'IHTyTa ~epHbiX HCCDe,ti;OBaHHH. ,lly6aa 1988 

Sahling S. E8-88-638 
Glassy Behaviour of YBa 2Cu 307 

Long time power released in YBa 2Cu~7 after rapid 
cooling from the equilibrium temperature T 1 (2. 35K ~T 1 ~ 

·~ JS.JIK) to T0 = I.SK and the heat capacity (I .2K .-:;_ T-:;_ 
.SIOOK) 'were measured. The observed power release is si-

milar to those of amorphous solids. The resulting density 
of states of two-level systems is close to the values 
obtained from h~at capa~ity and acoustic measurements. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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